Tow hitch wiring harness
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Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. The rental yard is busy. The utility
trailer you want is inexpensive, and the yard help assists you in hooking up the trailer hitch and
safety chains. Now to drive home and load the trailer with the entirety of a teenager's life, then
ship her off to college several states away. But not until you hook up the lights on the trailer.
The trailer dealership won't let you leave until the lights work. And the trailer plug on the back of
your truck doesn't remotely match the one on the trailer. The friendly trailer-hitch counterman
points to the display of electrical connectors and suggests that if you can't get them working on
your own, he can have a mechanic do it for you, first thing Monday morning. Desperate Times,
Desperate Measures Trailer wiring may be easy. Many vehicles, particularly pickups and SUVs,
come prewired for trailers. If there's a preinstalled hitch, the connector might already be in place
behind a convenient spring-loaded cap. Or, if you've bought a new vehicle, you may find the
harness needed to install the connector inside the glovebox. Simply unplug the connector to
the rear lights on your truck, plug in the trailer harness between the male and female ends, and
you're ready. But wiring a trailer may not be easy. If you're towing just for the day and don't ever
plan to tow again, you can pick up some adapters that replace the taillight bulbs in your vehicle
and have pigtailed wires hanging from them. How you route the wires out of the light sockets
and down to the hitch can be problematic. And what if you have a trailer with simple 1-lamp
lights and a car with multiple taillights, like most European cars? At the very least, odds are the
trailer and vehicle use different connectors, as the trailering industry uses at least four different
styles. Let's start with the basics. Most trailers have three circuits--for running lights, and left
and right brake lights. The brake lights will flash for the turn-signal function--it's up to the
flasher relay in the car to know when the brake lights are on and to flash the appropriate
filament. So technically, you need only three wires to the trailer plus a ground wire. Always run
a ground wire from the frame of the vehicle not from the hitch or bumper to the trailer. The
metal-to-metal contact in the hitch is not reliable enough for a consistent connection. This
means you'll need a connector with at least four contacts. Not surprisingly, the standard
flat-style connector for trailers uses four pins, with one unshrouded male pin on the vehicle end
for the ground. Other common styles of connectors use five, six or seven pins, and these are
the styles you'll see installed by the manufacturers on new vehicles. Why more than four?
Larger trailers sometimes use a separate circuit for running lights on the sides and front of the
trailer. Some trailers use electrically actuated brakes. It's not uncommon for enclosed trailers to
have interior lights or accessories powered by the vehicle battery, so that means another
circuit. Do not freak. As long as you concern yourself with only one circuit at a time, this job will
not require you to read those schematic diagrams that have tiny little wires labeled with type too
small for even a lawyer to read. Got a 7-pin connector on the truck and an inline 4-pin connector
on the trailer? We found an adapter at the auto parts store that makes this plug-and-play. Other
permutations of connectors may be adaptable with off-the-shelf parts. Worst case--you have a
car or truck with no provision for trailer lights, and a trailer with a harness that ends with
chopped-off wires. You'll need nothing more complicated than a volt test light or volt-meter, and
some splicing capability. Start by turning on the vehicle's running lamps. Now probe the vehicle
wiring to find out which wire leading to the taillights is hot. Splice into this wire and bring it to
the vehicle side of the trailer connector. Which pin? The connector should come with a list
specifying which pin handles which circuit. Follow it--but don't for a minute trust that someone
else who wired your vehicle before you followed anything except his own whim. Tag each wire
with its function as you identify it. Now you can turn off the running lamps and activate the left
turn signal. Identify which circuit is the blinker, and repeat for the right turn signal. Wire all to

the connector. A few vehicles use separate lamps for the brake and the turn-signal functions of
the rear lights. That's fine--until you realize the trailer uses a single 2-filament bulb for all three
functions. Adding another taillamp housing to the trailer is one option, but a simpler solution
exists. Your trailer-rental place, and most auto parts stores, sell simple electronic adapters that
will combine the brake-lamp and turn-signal functions. It installs in the harness just before the
trailer connector. Some larger trailers have a separate circuit for clearance or marker lights,
which are separate from the running lights in the taillamp assemblies. You may need to add
another circuit to handle them. If you try to wire them in parallel with the customary pair of
running lamps, you may overload the vehicle's headlamp switch--so you'll need to add a relay to
handle the extra current. There also may be a volt circuit for running lights inside the trailer or
for charging the trailer battery in the case of a travel trailer. This circuit probably will be hot
whenever the engine is running, but it may be controlled by a switch on the dash. Be sure the
wires are of a gauge large enough to handle the load a fully discharged deep-cycle trailer
storage battery may draw 20 or more amps when you start the engine. The use of a battery
isolator is strongly recommended. This will prevent discharging the vehicle battery from the
trailer, and prevent surges of current from overcooking the wiring or blowing a fuse. This leads
to the concept of electric trailer brakes. These are actuated by a controller in the vehicle that
increases the voltage to the brakes proportional to the vehicle's deceleration. This requires a
wire from the controller to the trailer brake. This is why some connectors have as many as
seven pins, to make provisions for the multiple circuits. Use ga. If you have electric trailer
brakes, there must be an auxiliary battery and a breakaway switch in the circuit to slow the
trailer if it comes loose from the hitch. How to make the connections? We've seen plenty of
trailers lumbering down the road with blinking or dim lights. Odds are, if you looked at the
wiring on one of these rigs, you'd see wires twisted together and insulated with electrical tape.
Almost as bad are the automotive-style crimp connectors, which can't handle the vibration and
moisture. Any crimp connector exposed to the elements will have a short life span. Don't even
think of using household-style wire nuts--they'll unscrew themselves within a few hundred
miles. We use the screw-in Posi-Lock connectors illustrated here for quick jobs. Our own trailer
has every connection made with solder and PVC shrink tube. As you button up, smear a film of
dielectric grease on the hitch connectors to prevent moisture from corroding the pins. Type
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Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of tow hitch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined
standard photographic representation of an electric circuit. It shows the elements of the circuit
as simplified shapes, as well as the power and signal links in between the devices. A wiring
diagram generally offers information about the loved one placement as well as setup of devices
and also terminals on the tools, in order to help in structure or servicing the device. A
photographic representation would certainly reveal more information of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an extra symbolic notation to emphasize
interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is commonly made use of to fix
issues and to make certain that the connections have been made and also that everything
exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the
image. A wiring diagram is a simple graph of the physical links and also physical design of an
electrical system or circuit. It shows just how the electrical cords are adjoined as well as can
additionally reveal where fixtures as well as parts may be attached to the system. Use wiring
diagrams to aid in building or producing the circuit or digital tool. They are also valuable for
making fixings. Do It Yourself fanatics make use of electrical wiring layouts but they are also
typical in residence structure and automobile repair. For instance, a residence building
contractor will certainly intend to validate the physical place of electric outlets as well as
lighting fixtures making use of a wiring diagram to prevent costly mistakes and also
constructing code offenses. A schematic reveals the strategy as well as feature for an electrical
circuit, but is not concerned with the physical design of the cables. Circuitry representations
reveal just how the wires are attached as well as where they must situated in the actual tool, in
addition to the physical links in between all the elements. Unlike a pictorial representation, a
wiring diagram utilizes abstract or streamlined forms and lines to reveal elements. Pictorial
representations are usually pictures with labels or highly-detailed illustrations of the physical
elements. If a line touching an additional line has a black dot, it means the lines are attached.
Most signs used on a wiring diagram look like abstract variations of the genuine objects they
stand for. A switch will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cable, much
like a light switch you could flip on as well as off. A resistor will be represented with a series of
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